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Abstract

In this paper, we present a high-level formalism based

on port graph rewriting, strategic rewriting, and rewriting

calculus. We show that this formalism is suitable for model-

ing autonomic systems and we illustrate its expressivity for

modeling properties of such systems using an example of a

mail delivery system.

1. Introduction

Autonomic computing [19] refers to self-manageable

systems initially provided with some high-level instruc-

tions from administrators. This is a concept introduced

in 2001 with an intended biological connotation: the sim-

plest biological example is that of the human nervous sys-

tem where the brain does not need to handle all low-

level still vital functions of the body. The four most-

important aspects of self-management as presented in [19]

are self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing, and

self-protection.

This idea of biologically inspired formalism gained

much interest with the recent development of large scale

distributed systems such as service infrastructures and

Grids. For such systems, there is a crucial need for the-

ories and formal frameworks to model computations, to

define languages for programming and to establish foun-

dations for verifying important properties of these sys-

tems. Several approaches contributed to this ambitious

goal. Without exhaustivity, let us mention in particular the

brane calculus [11, 17] and the bigraphical reactive sys-

tems [27], but also several calculi inspired from biology

such as [29, 12, 25].

Another connected approach is provided by chemical

programming which uses the chemical reaction metaphor

to express the coordination of computations. This metaphor

describes computation in terms of a chemical solution in

which molecules (representing data) interact freely accord-

ing to reaction rules. Chemical solutions are represented

by multisets (data-structure that allows several occurrences

of the same element). Computation proceeds by rewrit-

ings, which consume and produce new elements according

to conditions and transformation rules. The Gamma formal-

ism was first proposed in [7] and later extended to HOCL

in [5, 6] for modeling self-organizing and autonomic sys-

tems or grids in particular.

Beyond the chemical programming idea, another ap-

proach presented in [13], called the Organic Grid, is sim-

ilarly a radical departure from current approaches and is in-

spired by the self-organization property of complex biolog-

ical systems.

Our previous work on biochemical applications led us to

consider the structure of port graph to model interactions

between molecules or proteins [2, 1].

In this paper, we propose port graphs as a formal model

for distributed resources and grid infrastructures. Each re-

source is modeled by a node with explicit connection points

called ports. We model the lack of global information, the

autonomous and distributed behavior of components by a

multiset of port graphs and rewrite rules which are applied

locally, concurrently, and non-deterministically. Hence the

computations take place wherever it is possible and in par-

allel. This approach also provides a formal framework to

reason about computations and to verify desirable proper-

ties. Moreover strategic port graph rewriting takes into ac-

count control on computations by allowing to chain rewrite

rules. By lifting port graph rewriting to a calculus, we are

able to express rules and strategies as port graphs and so to

rewrite them as well. The calculus also permits the design

of rules that create new rules. In addition, our graph-based

formalism is visual, so hopefully easy to understand. We

borrow various concepts from graph theory, in particular

from graph transformations [16], and different representa-

tions for graphs already intensively formalised, like the set-

based or the categorical approaches.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces

the port graphs, while Section 3 introduces the port graph
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Figure 1. A mail system configuration

rewrite rules as port graphs and defines the matching and the

rewriting relation for port graphs. Section 4 provides a pre-

sentation of abstract strategies in the context of abstract re-

duction systems, which can be easily adjusted for port graph

rewriting system to obtain a definition of the strategic port

graph rewriting. Having all ingredients, in Section 5 we

give the main ideas of a high-level calculus for port graphs,

and in Section 6 we show that this calculus is a suitable for-

malism for modeling autonomic systems. We illustrate the

concepts and ideas presented in this paper with examples

from a mail delivery system example borrowed from [8]. In

Section 7 we give some suggestions on expressing proper-

ties of a modeled system as strategies placed at the same

level as the specification of the system.

2. Port Graphs

We refine the notion of multigraphs, which are graphs

with multiple edges and loops, by adding explicit connec-

tion points, called ports, to nodes; then edges attach, more

specifically, to ports of nodes. We represent graphically a

node as a box with the identifier and the name placed out-

side the box and a port as a small point on the surface of the

box.

Example 1 In order to illustrate our approach and the pro-

posed concepts, we develop the example of a mail delivery

system borrowed from [8]. It consists of a network of sev-

eral mail servers each with its own address domain; the

clients send messages for other clients first to their server

domain, which in turn forwards them to the network and

recovers the messages sent to its clients. Servers are dis-

tributed resources with connections between them, when

sending and receiving the messages.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate an initial configuration of the mail

delivery system. The network is a node with several ports,

each port being connected to at most one server. A server

node has a handler port for connecting to the network, and

several ports for the clients. A client node has a handler

port for connecting to a server. All client, server and net-

work nodes have two ports for the incoming and outgoing

messages respectively. Messages are nodes with only one

port and their names have the form (rec @ domain # m)

where rec is the identifier of the recipient client, domain is

the identifier of the server domain, and m the body of the

message. If redundant, the domain and/or the client iden-

tifiers are removed (when arrived in the server domain or

at the client). In the system, the server identified by 5 is

disconnected from the network node, hence it is crashed.

Let N be a finite set of node names and P be a finite set

of port names. A p-signature ∇ = 〈N ,P〉 is a function

associating to each node name from N a set of port names

from P . Hence ∇ is a set of pairs of node name and set of

port names.

Definition 1 (Port graph) A port-graph over a p-signature

∇ = 〈N ,P〉 takes the form G = (V,E, ι, s, t, l) where:

• V is a finite set of nodes (also referred to as node iden-

tifiers);

• ι : V → ∇ assigns a name and a port set to each node,

with ι(v) = (n, P );

• E ⊆ {(v⌢p, u⌢r) ∈ (V × P)2 | p ∈ ∇(v), r ∈
∇(u)} a finite multiset of edges;

• s, t : E → V ×P the usual source and target func-

tions;

• l = (lV , lE) is the labeling function associating to

each node v ∈ V the triple consisting of the identifier,

the name, and the port set, lV (v) = 〈v : n || P 〉 where

ι(v) = (n, P ), and to each edge (v⌢p, u⌢r) ∈ E the

couple formed by the source port and the target port,

lE((v⌢p, u⌢r)) = (p, r).

Note that, by definition, the ports associated to a node

are pairwise distinct.
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Figure 2. Some port graph rewrite rules: (a) splitting the node i in two; (b) deleting the node i; (c)

merging the nodes i and j.

Let P = {a, b, c, . . .} and N = {A, B,C, . . .} the

sets of constants denoting ports and names respectively.

We consider variables ports and names as well, denoted

by XP = {x, y, z, . . .} and XN = {X, Y, Z, . . .} respec-

tively. We represent the node identifiers by non-empty se-

quences of integers. We denote by Var(G) the set of vari-

ables occurring in G.

3. Matching and Rewriting Port Graphs

The evolution of the distributed system is modeled via

port graph transformations, themselves expressed by port

graph rewrite rules and the generated rewriting relation. To

support intuition, in the mail system example, rules express

what happens when a client sends a mail to a client in the

same network as we will show in Example 2.

3.1. Port Graph Rewrite Rule

Definition 2 (Port graph rewrite rule) A port graph

rewrite rule L⇒ R is a port-graph consisting of:

• two port-graphs L and R over the p-signature 〈N ∪
XN ,P ∪ XP〉 called, as usual, the left- and right-

hand side respectively, such that all node identifiers

are variables,

• one special “arrow” node,⇒ that has a port for each

port in L which is preserved in R, and the black hole

port, named bh,

• edges from L to ⇒ mapping each port in L uniquely

to a port of⇒ if it is not deleted, and to the black hole

port otherwise,

• edges from⇒ to R, mapping each port different from

the black hole to a port in R.

A port-graph rewrite systems is a finite set of port-graph

rewrite rules.

The arrow node together with its adjacent edges embed

the correspondence between elements of L and elements of

R. We illustrate some port graph rewrite rules in Fig. 2.

We call a port graph that does not contain the arrow node,

a concrete port graph. In particular, concrete port graphs

correspond to configurations or patterns in a modeled sys-

tem.

Example 2 We illustrate in Fig. 3 the basic rules for the

mail system. Since the correspondence between the left- and

right-hand sides of the rules are the identities, we simplify

the graphs by not detailing the arrow node. A mail sent

by a client goes to its server: if the mail is sent to a client

in the same server domain then it goes to the input port

by r1, otherwise to the outgoing port by r2. By rule r3 a

server forwards a mail to a client if he is the recipient. Rule

r4 specifies that a server forwards a mail to the network

if its recipient is not in the domain, while rule r5 specifies

that the network forwards a mail to the appropriate server

according to the server domain information contained in

the mail.

3.2. Matching

A port graph morphism assigns the nodes, ports, and

edges of a given graph to the nodes, ports, and edges of

another graph while preserving adjacency and the member-

ship of port to nodes.

We say that the left-hand side L of a port graph rewrite

rule matches a port graph G if there is a triple of the form

(g, G−,B) where:

• g is a port-graph morphism such that g(L) is a sub-

graph of G,

• G− is the context graph, i.e., G− = G \ g(L), given

by the set of nodes VG− = VG \ Vg(L), and the set of

edges EG− = {(u⌢p, v⌢r) ∈ EG | u, v ∈ VG−}.
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Figure 3. Basic rules for the mail delivery system

• B is the set of bridges, where a bridge is an edge with

one endpoint in the context graph and the other in the

matched subgraph.

Such a triple gives a decomposition of G as G− ∪ g(L)∪B
which we write as G = G−[g(L)]B.

In general, several solutions are provided for the match-

ing problem, since there are several possibilities to choose

match nodes and bridges. Intuitively this is because port

graph matching involves list pattern matching on ports. One

may decide to choose one solution according to some cri-

terion, for instance the first solution. Of course, another

choice may lead to another result.

An anti-pattern matching algorithm for graphs can be

developed based in the anti-pattern matching on algebraic

terms [22]. This allows us to use negative application condi-

tions in graph rewrite rules, like the non-existence of certain

nodes, edges, or subgraphs [18].

3.3. Rewriting

Let L⇒ R be a port graph rewrite rule and G a concrete

port graph such that there is a matching morphism g for L

in G. The delicate point of applying L ⇒ R to G is to

properly define the replacement of g(L) by g(R) in G and

the way g(R) is reconnected with G.

The application of the port graph rewrite rule L ⇒ R to

G can be decomposed in the following steps as illustrated

in Fig. 4:

(i) find the matching morphism g, the context G−, and the

bridges B (their orientation is not important in the drawing);

(ii) identify the left-hand side of the rule with the isomor-

phic subgraph in G;

(iii) translate the bridges B following the instantiated arrow

node to obtain Bg;

(iv) remove the arrow node and the isomorphic subgraph

g(L) which is now disconnected from the context graph.

If a bridge has an endpoint in g(L) that is changed by the

rewrite rule, then it cannot be simply reconnected to g(R)
during the replacement. However, the arrow node ⇒ to-

gether with the incident edges trace the change of this end-

point, providing the way of reconnecting which we call the

arrow-translation.

Definition 3 (Port graph rewriting) Given a port-graph

rewrite system R, an concrete port graph G rewrites to

a port-graph G′, denoted by G →R G′, if there exists

a port-graph rewrite rule L ⇒ R in R and a matching

(g, G−,B) of L against G such that G = G−[g(L)]B and

G′ = G−[g(R)]Bg
. In order to emphasize the used rewrite

rule, a rewrite step may also be denoted G→L⇒R G′.

Of course, if a condition or a constraint is associated to

the rewrite rule L ⇒ R, its satisfaction is required for ap-

plying the rewriting of G to G′.
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4. Strategic Port Graph Rewriting

The port graph transformation of Definition 3 is an in-

stance of the general framework of abstract reduction sys-

tems [30, 23, 24].

Definition 4 (Abstract reduction system) An abstract re-

duction system (ARS) is a labelled oriented graph (O,S).
The nodes in O are called objects, the oriented edges in S
are called steps.

Here an object of O is a set of port graphs and a step in

S is a port graph rewriting step.

Definition 5 (Derivation) Let A be a given ARS A:

1. A reduction step is a labelled edge φ together with its

source a and target b. This is written a _
φ
A

b, or

simply a _
φ b when unambiguous.

2. A A-derivation is a path π in the graph A.

3. When it is finite, π can be written a0 _
φ0 a1 _

φ1

a2 . . . _
φn−1 an and we say that a0 reduces to an by

the derivation π = φ0φ1 . . . φn−1; this is also denoted

by a0 _
π an. The source of π is the object a0 and

its domain is defined as the singleton dom(π) = {a0}.
The target of π is the object an and the application

of the derivation π to a0 is the singleton denoted

[π]( a0) = {an}.

4. A derivation is empty when its source and target are

the same. The empty derivation issued from a is de-

noted by ida.

5. The concatenation of two derivations π1 and π2 is de-

fined when dom(π1) = {a} and [π1](a) = dom(π2).
Then π1;π2 denotes the new A-derivation a _

π1

A

b _
π2

A
c and [π1;π2](a) = [π2]([π1](a)) = {c}.

Note that an A-derivation is the concatenation of its reduc-

tion steps. The notion of abstract strategy is introduced

in [20] and applies to port graph rewriting.

Definition 6 (Abstract strategy) For a given ARS A:

1. An abstract strategy ζ is a subset of the set of all deriva-

tions (finite or not) of A.

2. Applying the strategy ζ on an object a, denoted by

[ζ](a), consists of the set of all objects that can be

reached from a using a derivation in ζ:

[ζ](a) = {b | ∃π ∈ ζ such that a _
π b} =

{[π](a) | π ∈ ζ}.
When no derivation in ζ has for source a, we say that

the strategy application on a fails.

3. Applying the strategy ζ on a set of objects consists in

applying ζ to each element a of the set. The result is

the union of [ζ](a) for all a.

4. The domain of a strategy is the set of objects that are

source of a derivation in ζ:

dom(ζ) =
⋃

δ∈ζ

dom(δ)

5. The strategy that contains all empty derivations is

Id = {ida | a ∈ O}.

Note that, following from the previous definition, a strat-

egy is not defined on all objects of the ARS, hence it is a par-

tial function. A strategy that contains only infinite deriva-

tions from a source {a} applies to the object a and returns

the empty set. The empty set of derivations is a strategy

called Fail; its application always fails.

We can formalize strategic port graph rewriting in this

context:

Definition 7 (Strategic port graph rewriting) Given an

abstract reduction system A = (OR,SR) generated by



a port graph rewrite system R, and a strategy ζ of A, a

strategic port graph rewriting derivation (or port graph

rewriting derivation under strategy ζ) is an element of ζ.

A strategic port graph rewriting step under ζ is a rewriting

step G→R G′ that occurs in a derivation of ζ. This is also

denoted G→ζ G′.

The formalisation of abstract reduction system and ab-

stract strategies allows then to define properties like termi-

nation (all relevant derivations are of finite length) and con-

fluence (all relevant derivations lead to the same object).

Their precise definitions can be found in [20]. Termination

and confluence for Port Graph Rewriting can be based on

criteria developed for graphs like the one in [28]. Similar

sufficient conditions for strategic port graph rewriting are

yet to be explored.

A strategy can be described by enumerating all its el-

ements or more suitably by a strategy language. Var-

ious approaches have been followed, yielding different

strategy languages such as ELAN [21, 10], Stratego [31],

TOM1 [3, 4] or more recently Maude [26]. All these lan-

guages share the concern to provide abstract ways to ex-

press control of rule applications, by using reflexivity and

the meta-level for Maude, or the notion of rewriting strate-

gies for ELAN or Stratego. Strategies such as bottom-up,

top-down or leftmost-innermost are higher-order features

that describe how rewrite rules should be applied. TOM,

ELAN and Stratego provide flexible and expressive strategy

languages where high-level strategies are defined by com-

bining low level primitives. We describe below the main

elements of the TOM strategy language that are of interest

for the example developed in this paper.

Following [20], we can distinguish two classes of con-

structs in the strategy language: the first class allows con-

struction of derivations from the basic elements, namely the

rewrite rules. The second class corresponds to constructs

that express the control, especially left-biased choice (or

first). Moreover, the capability of expressing recursion in

the language brings even more expressive power.

Elementary strategies. An elementary strategy is either

Identity which corresponds to the set Id of all empty

derivations, Fail which denotes the empty set of deriva-

tions Fail, or a set of rewrite rules R which represents

one-step derivations with rules in R at the root position.

Sequence(ζ1, ζ2), also denoted by ζ2; ζ1, is the concatena-

tion of ζ1 and ζ2 whenever it exists: for a given port graph

G, [ζ1; ζ2](G) = [ζ2]([ζ1](G)).

Control strategies. A few constructions are needed to build

derivations, branching and to take into account the structure

of the objects.

first First(ζ1, ζ2) applies the first strategy if it does not

fail, otherwise it applies the second strategy; it fails if

1http://tom.loria.fr

both strategies fail:

[First(ζ1, ζ2)](G) = [ζ1](G) if [ζ1](G) does not fail

else [ζ2](G).

fixpoint The µ recursion operator (comparable to rec in

OCaml) is introduced to allow the recursive definition

of strategies. µx.ζ applies the derivation in ζ with the

variable x instantiated to µx.ζ, i.e., µx.ζ = ζ[x ←
µx.ζ]

All these strategies are then composed to build other

useful strategies. A composed strategy is for instance

Try(ζ) = First(ζ, Id) which applies ζ if it can, and

performs the identity strategy Id otherwise. Similarly,

the Repeat combinator is used in combination with the

fixpoint operator to iterate the application of a strategy:

Repeat(ζ) = µx.Try(ζ;x).

5 A Calculus of Port Graphs

We now have all ingredients for defining the rewriting

calculus of port graphs (ρpg-calculus). The ρpg-calculus

generalizes ρ-calculus [14] and ρg-calculus [9]. It inher-

its from ρ-calculus the fact that it generalizes λ-calculus

through a much greater abstraction power that considers for

matching not only a variable like in λ-calculus but a port

graph with variables.

5.1. Syntax

We give the syntax of the calculus in Fig. 5. The ob-

jects of the calculus are port graphs that can be either a

variable, a concrete port graph, a port graph rewrite rule

(also called abstraction), the application of an abstraction to

a port graph, or a multiset of such entities. The formal def-

inition of the concrete port graphs in P and examples are

presented in Sect. 2.

Port Graphs

G ::= X (Variables)

| P (Concrete port graphs)

| A (Abstraction)

| A@G (Application)

| G G (Juxtaposition)

Abstractions

A ::= P ⇒ P (Port graph rewrite rule)

Figure 5. Syntax of the ρpg-calculus

The juxtaposition operator for constructing multisets

of port graphs is associative and commutative, i.e.,

(G1 G2) G3 = G1 (G2 G3) and G1 G2 = G2 G1, for

any G1, G2, G3 ∈ G. In the same time, the juxtaposition



operator models a random and concurrent choice of an ab-

straction A and a concrete port graph G such that the appli-

cation of A on G is successful. The application operator is a

particular node with ports, denoted @, and it models the ef-

fective interaction between an abstraction and a port graph

by connecting them.

5.2. Basic Reduction Semantics

The semantics of the ρpg-calculus corresponds to a sys-

tem whose states consist of a multiset of concrete port

graphs and port graph rewrite rules where any two enti-

ties interact non-deterministically as in a Brownian motion.

Two juxtaposed port graphs are not reduced in the calculus,

whereas the juxtaposition of an abstraction and a port graph

gives rise to an application via the following rule:

A G 7−→ A@G (1)

The application operator @ is defined to apply an ab-

straction A to a concrete port graph G. All steps computing

A@G, including matching and replacing, are expressible

using port graphs by considering additional auxiliary nodes

and extending the reduction relation with some graphical re-

duction rules. This mechanism is internalized in the calcu-

lus and we do not present it here since it is too technical for

the purpose of this paper. A successful reduction of A@G

yields a port graph G′ such that G→A G′ according to a

chosen matching solution, while a matching failure returns

the initial abstraction and port graph unchanged:

A@G 7−→ G′ if G→A G′ (2)

A@G 7−→ A G otherwise (3)

Instead of having this highly non-deterministic and non-

terminating behaviour of port graph rewrite rules applica-

tion, one may want to introduce some control to compose or

choose the rules to apply, possibly exploiting failure infor-

mation. This is possible by defining strategies as port graph

rewrite rules, and by introducing an explicit port graph re-

duced to a failure node.

In the following, when we want to emphasize the use of

strategies as abstractions, the reduction rule (2) giving the

basic semantics of the juxtaposition operator is written by

replacing the abstraction A by a strategy S.

5.3. Failure Handling

A successful computation of S@G yields a concrete port

graph G′ such that G rewrites to G′ by strategic port graph

rewriting under the strategy S. If a failure occurs during the

matching reduction rules, we handle it explicitly by consid-

ering a failure node, denoted by stk:

S@G 7−→ G′ if G→S G′ (4)

S@G 7−→ stk otherwise (5)

In addition, the following two reductions concerning stk

are necessary for defining the basic cases of the definitions

of other strategies (like first and seq later on):

S@stk 7−→ stk (6)

S stk 7−→ S (7)

5.4. Strategies as Abstractions

In this section, we define strategies as objects of the cal-

culus, using the basic constructs, as one can do in λ-calculus

or γ-calculus. For such definition we use a similar approach

to the one used in [15] where rewrite strategies are encoded

by rewrite rules. Let us consider for the rewrite strategies

given in Sect. 4 the following objects: id for Id, fail for

Fail, first for First, seq for ; , try for Try, repeat

for Repeat. The application operator for strategies [ ]( )
from Sect. 4 corresponds to the application operator @. We

also need to extend the syntax of the calculus by consider-

ing abstractions with arbitrary port graphs in the right-hand

side, i.e., of the form P ⇒ G.

Let S, S1, S2 denote strategies. We encode the strategies

as the following port graph rewrite rules:

id , X ⇒ X

fail , X ⇒ stk

seq(S1, S2) , X ⇒ S2@(S1@X)

first(S1, S2) ,

X ⇒ ((S1@X) (stk⇒ S2@X)@(S1@X))
The two composed strategies Try and Repeat are then

easily defined as follows:

try(S) , first(S, id)

repeat(S) , try(seq(S, repeat(S)))

5.5. Refined Reduction Semantics

Building now on these strategy definitions, we can re-

state properly the main reduction rule modeling the interac-

tion between two port graphs using a failure catching mech-

anism: if S@G reduces to the failure, i.e., to the stk node,

then the strategy try(stk ⇒ S G) restores the initial port

graphs subjects to reduction.

S G 7−→ try(stk⇒ S G)@(S@G) (8)

Due to the previous definitions of try and first, and

assuming that S is itself built from basic rewrite rules and

from the constructions of the strategy language, the right-

hand side of rule (8) is (or reduces to) a port graph expressed

in the syntax defined in Figure 5 enriched with stk.

Two further refinements are worth considering, in order

to handle multiple results and to ensure, whenever needed,

persistency of abstractions.



5.6. Multiple results

The successful application of an abstraction or strategy

to a concrete port graph produces a new concrete port graph,

built according to one chosen matching solution. An alter-

native would be to consider a structure of all concrete port

graphs corresponding to the different matching solutions.

For instance, we may consider the set structure with stk

neutral element, and ≀ the associative and commutative

constructor. Then an interaction S@G reduces either to stk

or to a structure G1 ≀ . . . ≀Gk with Gi 6= stk, for every i =
1, . . . , k and the following reduction rule is necessary for

defining the interaction of a strategy with such a structure:

S (G1 ≀G2) 7−→ (S G1) ≀ (S G2) (9)

However we do not develop further this alternative in this

paper.

5.7. Persistent Strategies

At this level of definition of the calculus, rules or strate-

gies are consumed by a non-failing interaction with a con-

crete port graph. One advantage is that, since we work with

multisets of port graphs, a rule or a strategy can be given a

multiplicity, and each interaction between the rule or strat-

egy and another port graph consumes one occurrence. This

permits controlling the maximum number of times an inter-

action can take place.

But sometimes, it may be suitable to have persistency

of the information concerning the available abstraction and

thus the persistency of a given possible interaction. In this

case, the abstraction should not be consumed by the reduc-

tion. For that purpose, we define the persistent strategy

that applies a strategy given as argument and, if success-

ful, replicates itself. Indeed a failure will remain a failure:

S! , X ⇒ first(stk⇒ stk, Y ⇒ Y S!)@(S@X)

6. Strategies for Autonomic Computing

In autonomic computing, systems and their components

reconfigure themselves automatically according to direc-

tives (rewrite rules and strategies) given initially by admin-

istrators. Based on these primary directives and their ac-

quired knowledge along the execution, the systems and their

components seek new ways of optimizing their performance

and efficiency via new rewrite rules and strategies that they

deduce and include in their own behavior. Since there is

no ideal system, functioning problems and malicious at-

tacks or failure cascades may occur, and the systems must

be prepared to face them and solve them. Let us consider

here four aspects that an autonomic system must handle,

namely self-configuration, self-healing, self-protection and

self-optimization. In the following, we show how these as-

pects can be handled by an autonomic mail delivery system,

inspired from [8] and modeled using the ρpg-calculus. For

this purpose some additional rewrite rules are defined. In

addition to the previously presented concepts, we assume

a few more information available in the nodes and ports,

which corresponds to existing notions in graph theory. In

particular, each port has a degree information that counts

the number of incoming and outgoing edges connecting it

to other nodes of the concrete port graph. In our running ex-

ample, this information allows us to express, through condi-

tions in the rules, that a port is saturated, or on the contrary

that it has no incident edge.

6.1. Self-configuration

The self-configuration is simply described by the con-

current application of the five rules given in Fig. 3 using the

reduction semantics introduced in Sect. 5.

Rule r6 in Fig. 6 specifies that a client recipient of a mail

telling him to migrate to a server k′ does so if the server

k′ has a free client port. We model a free client port on

the server k′ by a condition on its degree, specifying that

there is no incident edge to that port. In a more visual way,

we pictured this condition with a slashed edge. But how to

deal with mails that will probably arrive later on the server

k for the client i? The problem is solved by introducing in

the system a new rule that will update the address of the

migrating clients. It is possible that the application of a

rewrite rule on a port graph introduces, besides modifying

the port graph, a new rewrite rule. In addition, before a

client migrates, he must get all mails addressed to him that

are already on the server; this is modeled via the strategy

first(repeat(r3), r6).
Another interesting problem may concern the operations

of splitting and merging servers. Then biologically inspired

port graph rules from Fig. 2 (a) and (c) could be applied as

well for servers.

6.2. Self-healing

An autonomic system detects when a server crashes and

the connection of the crashed server to the network is cut.

It is expected to repair the problem of the clients connected

to the crashed server and of the mails that were about to be

sent from that particular server. Rule r7 creates a tempo-

rary server named TServer as a copy of the crashed server

and connects it to the network (assuming there is a proce-

dure checking if a server failed). The arrow node of the rule

encodes the correspondence of all ports of the server node

k, and consequently, all connections with the crashed server

are recovered by the temporary server. Note that, for sim-

plifying the graphical representation, we do not include all
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Figure 6. Rules for self-configuration and self-healing in the mail delivery system

edges incident to the arrow node, but just the relevant ones.

Since the server replacing the crashed one is temporary,

all the clients must try rapidly to connect to not fully oc-

cupied servers in the system (rule r8). We graphically

express that the server node j has a free client port, i.e.,

with no incident edges. The mails are forwarded to the

network node via the rules r9 and r10. But all this must

not happen before sending the mails already there to the

clients of the crashed server (rule r11). Instead of simply

adding all these rules to the system, we add the strategy

r7; repeat(r11); repeat(first(r8, r9, r10)). By com-

posing these rules in a strategy, the recovery from the server

crash is assured. A rule should delete the temporary server

when it no longer has clients nor pending messages.

6.3. Self-protection

When a spam arrives at a server node, the filtering rule

r12 deletes it, assuming that the server has a procedure for

deciding when a mail is a spam. The rules r13 and r14

are analogous to r12 but for a client node and a network

node, assuming as well that both entities have their own

spam detection procedure. In order to limit spam sending,

the rule r14 should have a higher priority than r5, and the

rule r12 a higher priority than r3. Then we replace r3 and

r12 by try(r12); r3, and r5 and r13 by try(r14); r5.

When a client receives a mail and, based on a spam deci-

sion procedure, concludes that the mail is a spam, it deletes

the mail and provides the server with a new rule specifying

that from now on the server node should delete all mails

of this kind. This behavior is specified by the rule r15 in
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Figure 7. Rules for self-protection in the mail delivery system

Fig. 7.

6.4. Self-optimization

Assuming that a server can determine when it is satu-

rated, i.e., when it reaches the maximal load of incoming

messages, a particular type of server for equilibrating the

load of the saturated server is created by rule r16. Such an

auxiliary server has a handler for connecting to the network

node and to the saturated server node, and a port for incom-

ing messages. We call a server with an associated server for

equilibrating the load, an optimized server. Then, when the

network has a message to dispatch to an optimized server, if

the number of incoming messages in(k) on the optimized

server is smaller that the incoming messages in(k.0) on its

associated server, then the message goes to k (rule r17),

else it goes to k.0 (rule r18). Since an auxiliary server is

created due to an overload of incoming messages, it is ob-

vious that the next message(s) from the network node will

be dispatched to the auxiliary node; hence rule r18 will be

executed before rule r17, which is expressed by the strategy

first(r18, r17). A message is dispatched from k.0 to k

(rule r19) when in(k) < in(k.0). If an optimised server

fails, then the rule r20 creates a temporary server similarly

to rule r7 which in addition recovers all messages on the

auxiliary server which it deletes.

7. Embedding Runtime Verification

We have shown in Sect. 6 how a particular autonomic

system can be modeled using the ρpg-calculus. The model

should also ensure formally that the intended self-managing

specification of the system helps indeed preserving the

properties of the system. Some properties can be verified

by checking the presence of particular port graphs. Such

properties can be easily encoded as concrete port graphs,

abstractions, or strategies, hence as entities of the calculus.

Consequently, the properties can be placed at the same level

as the specification of the modeled system and they can be

tested at any time.

An invariant of the system can be expressed as a port

graph rewrite rule with identical sides, G ⇒ G, testing the

presence of a port graph G. The failure of the invariant is

handled by a failure port graph STK that does not allow the

execution to continue. The strategy verifying such an in-

variant is then:

first(G⇒ G, X ⇒ STK)!
Such strategy is useful for instance to ensure, in our run-

ning example, the persistency of a given critical server of

the network, or may be used also to check that there is al-

ways a minimal number of servers available in the network.

From another perspective, we express the unwanted occur-

rence of a concrete port graph G in the system using the

strategy:

(G⇒ STK)!
In practice, such strategies are employed in model checking

applications to test unwanted situations.

In both cases above, instead of yielding the failure STK

signalling that a property of the system is not satisfied, the

problem can be “repaired” by associating to each property

the necessary rules or strategies to be inserted in the system

in case of failure. Such ideas need to be further explored
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Figure 8. Rules for self-optimisation in the mail delivery system

but open a wide field of possibilities for combining runtime

verification and self-healing in ρpg-calculus.

8. Conclusion

In this paper our main objective was to propose a for-

malism, the port graph calculus introduced in Section 5, for

modeling autonomic systems.

From the computational point of view, we have shown

that this calculus allows us to model concurrent interactions

between port graph rewrite rules and concrete port graphs,

as well as interactions between rewrite rules or interactions

creating new rewrite rules. Thanks to strategies, some in-

teractions may be designed with more control. The suitable

balance between controlled and uncontrolled interactions is

an interesting question to address for a given application.

Here again, biological systems may provide us with valu-

able intuitions.

From the verification point of view, we can take advan-

tage of the classical techniques used in rewriting for check-

ing properties of autonomic systems. For instance, conflu-

ence or critical pairs computations help detecting conflicts



in a system evolution. Also some processes may be required

to terminate when they are involved in computations. On

the contrary, for known non-terminating processes, detect-

ing periodicity of the processes may be of interest. There-

fore, further work requires to address the verification of

such properties for port graph rewriting. We have also out-

lined in this paper some ideas for runtime verification of

properties in such systems, that need further exploration.
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